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" The Vizier Ibn al-Eurat then took his ink-pot and wrote
an order to his banker (jahbadh) Aaron b. Amram, telling
him to pay from his account and without farther notice
2,000 dinars to cAli b. *Isa, as a subvention towards
the payment of a fine imposed upon him. Muhassin b,
al-jFurat also ordered his banker to pay this *Ali b. 6lsa
1,000 dinars from his account that was in Aaron b. Amram's
bank." *
This money conveyance business, conducted in cash as
well as by means of suftajas, must also have been a source
of income to the bankers, and it may be supposed that they
got a certain commission for cashing suftaja, as we know them
to have got one for cashing sakk.z The relationship between
our court bankers and the suftaja system can also be inferred
from the fact that the Yizier deposited unpaid suftajas with
the Jewish bankers Joseph b. Phineas and Aaron b. Amram
as security for a considerable loan that the Vizier desired to
obtain from them. But this leads us to another, the most
important, of their business activities.
(c) Supply of Funds.
As the money requirements of the Caliph and the State
became more and more considerable, the rapid supply of
funds, especially for military purposes, became urgently
necessary.
These extraordinary money needs gave birth to various
methods of money supply. The method of revenue farming,
of indirect levying of taxes, was already employed as a
way of overcoming financial difficulties. The revenue farmer
had to pay the Caliph a certain fixed lump sum, and more-
over he undertook to pay the State partly in advance, thus
enabling it to obtain cash quickly. But other methods were
1	The newly appointed Vizier thus helps the fallen Yizier to bear his
fine, which is rather a strange practice.   It was probably the result of the
Vizier's realization that the same fate might very soon be bfe own..    C£.
C. H. Becker, Islamstudien, i, p. 205.
2	The usual rate seems to have been one dirhatn per dinar.

